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KLAUS HERBERS and NIKOLAS JASPERT (eds.), Grenzräume und
Grenzüberschreitungen im Vergleich: Der Osten und der Westen des mit-
telalterlichen Lateineuropa, Europa im Mittelalter, 7 (Berlin: Akademie
Verlag, 2007), 459 pp. ISBN 978 3 05 004155 1. €69.80

Any collection of essays dedicated to the relationship between east
and west in medieval Christendom must inevitably grapple with the
question of what ‘Latin Europe’ comprised in the Middle Ages;
whether, indeed, it had any meaning for contemporaries. This group
of twenty essays, plus an introduction by the editors, brings together
scholars from Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, Poland, and Britain
to approach aspects of the ‘shaping’ of Europe. Although most of the
essays are in German, and by German scholars, the collection is
formed by pairing case studies of Latin Europe east of the Elbe with
the Iberian peninsula.

Two essays lay the groundwork for the collection. Klaus Herbers,
‘Europa und seine Grenzen im Mittelalter’, presents historiographi-
cal perspectives on the geographical integrity of the notion of Europe
in the Middle Ages, comparing, for example, early twentieth-century
German historiography, which proposed the notion of a Christian
Abendland as early as the Carolingian period, with critiques by Peter
Moraw and the consciously anti-Weberian Michael Borgolte, which
emphasize variability in type and pace of development in ‘east’ and
‘west’, and discussing how concepts such as cultural transfer can
offer alternative models. Nikolas Jaspert, ‘Grenzen und Grenzräume
im Mittelalter’, discusses different approaches to the notion of the
border: theological, political, sociological, biographical. Jaspert is
sceptical about whether the notion of the border meant anything to
medieval people; but if it did, it evoked a more complex and variable
set of ideas than simply a line on a map. In particular, Jaspert prefers
to see borders as ‘zones of contact’, in which unique problems result-
ed in the creation of unique institutions, most obviously the Military
Orders.

The first two case studies deal with questions of assimilation on
specific frontiers. Jan M. Piskorski, ‘Slawen und Deutsche im Pom -
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mern im Mittelalter’, argues that German colonization was not the
most important agent in the process of assimilation and acculturation
that characterized Pomerania for most of the Middle Ages; assimila-
tion, indeed, owed more to postcolonial developments, lasting in
some respects well into the nineteenth century. In ‘Pobliamento y
organización del espacio en la Mancha’, José Angel García de
Cortázar focuses on La Mancha, the border region dividing Castile
from Andalus in the period between the eleventh-century rise of
Castile and 1235. Here, Islamic settlement types based on hilltop
fortresses changed into the villa y tierra pattern of organization under
Castilian colonization, in which towns dominated scattered villages
and the rural economy. With conquest and settlement came castles,
which gradually replaced the hilltop husun sites.

In the next pairing of essays, Andreas Rüther examines how law
codes and jurisdictional practice operated in the regions of German
settlement east of the Elbe. He argues that although the law created a
conceptual as well as a geographical frontier zone, the networks
operated by juridical culture were not based on notions of ethnic
belonging but on expressions of legal rights. In contrast, in Spain,
Pascual Martinez Sopena argues in ‘La doble frontera: Hispanos,
francos y musulmanes en los fueros y cartas de población de los sig-
los XII y XIII’, the law created categories within newly conquered
regions to enable Christian rulers to distinguish between settler com-
munities and existing conquered communities, who were given enti-
tlement to remain on lands the status of which had changed around
them. 

Religious categorization is the theme addressed by Christian
Lübke, ‘ “Germania Slavica” und “Polonia Ruthenica”: Religiöse
Divergenz in ethno-kulturellen Grenz- und Kontaktzonen des mittel -
alterlichen Osteuropa (8.–16. Jahrhundert)’ and Jean-Pierre Molénat,
‘L’autre de chaque côté de la frontière: mozarabes et mudéjars dans
la péninsule Ibérique médiévale (VIIIe–XVIe siècles)’. In the Slavic
territories that came to form the states of Poland and Lithuania, the
indigenous populations came under the rival gravitational pull of, on
the one hand, Catholic German colonizers and, on the other, the
Orthodox princes of Greater Russia and Ruthenia. In Lübke’s analy-
sis, divergence of religious affiliation was the agency that served to
create a frontier zone within Slavic-speaking lands where political
borders were not previously apparent. Molénat examines the failure
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of convivencia in Spain despite shared culture and, in many places,
language, and examines the variable factors governing treatment of
Muslim minorities by Christian conquerors and mozarab Christians
by Muslim rulers.

Two essays dealing with ethnicity follow. Nora Berend’s ‘Im mi -
grants and Locals in Medieval Hungary’ examines the different treat-
ment of indigenous and immigrant populations in Hungary from
around the period of conversion to Christianity (early eleventh cen-
tury) to the late thirteenth century. She finds that religious affiliation
and ethnic customs made a difference to the legal and political status
of settlers, but that there was no discernible pattern to treatment of
them; indeed, a genre of writing in Hungary contested various ideas
surrounding the desirability of encouraging settlement from outside.
In ‘Convertirse en un árabe: la etnicidad como discurso politico en al-
Andalus durante la época de los Omeyas’, Eduad Manzano Moreno
looks at cases of conversion to Islam among the original Visigothic
nobility of Spain, and argues that although converts both maintained
and were regarded as a separate entity by the Arabs, ethnic differ-
ence in itself was relatively unimportant except as part of the politi-
cal rhetoric underpinning the caliphate of Cordoba.

Cultural transfer represents quite a different aspect of the concep-
tual frontier. Matthias Maser’s examination of Arabic–Latin textual
translations in Spain shows that such activities do not readily fit
under a template of communications between a dominant and subal-
tern culture. Instead, medieval Iberia should be seen as a society
characterized by alterity at simultaneous but varying cultural bound-
aries. In this situation, translations did not attempt to alleviate other-
ness, but rather to define and draw attention to it. Felicitas
Schmeider’s essay ‘Pragmatisches Übersetzen: Texttransfer zum
Nutzen von Handel und Mission’ examines the often overlooked
transfer of texts from Latin Christendom to the eastern frontiers.
Here, the imperative was economic and colonizing rather than cul-
tural, and this governed the choice of texts for translation: glossaries,
dictionaries, biblical and liturgical texts. 

Language and language barriers provide the material for essays
by Christiane Schiller and Jürgen Lang. Schiller’s investigation of
‘borderland languages’ concludes that a complex set of political cir-
cumstances, resulting in the union of Lithuania and Poland, also laid
the basis for the development of what would eventually become the
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Lithuanian language, through sustained contact between Lithu -
anians and their Slavic neighbours. Lang’s analysis of Arabic pas-
sages embedded in fourteenth-century Old Castilian literature con-
cludes that they do not demonstrate cultural transfer, but rather the
extent to which the language had already become part of the cultur-
al heritage of the peninsula.

By the later Middle Ages, frontier zones that had been contested
sites of colonization east of the Elbe had developed into states.
Henryk Samsonowicz’s study of diplomacy in central Europe shows
how the incorporation of Ruthenia into the kingdom of Poland acted
as a bridge, established through trade and political expediency,
between the Hansa cities and the wealth to be exploited in the east.
At around the same time, in the Iberian peninsula, what had begun
as a purely political divide between Castile and Portugal in the
twelfth century developed, by the fifteenth, into a border zone char-
acterized by cultural features as well. 

A comparison between saints’ cults in Iberia and Poland, as
demonstrated in essays by Roman Michalowski and Patrick Henriet,
shows that whereas local cults in Poland and Silesia stuck close to
ethnic and linguistic identities, thus reifying the notion of the border,
in Spain the frontier between Christianity and Islam played a negli-
gible role in shaping saints’ cults, and that Spanish hagiography
already by the eleventh century shared many standard features with
more general tendencies in the west.

Finally, the last pair of essays compares aspects of the institution-
al Church in Poland and Spain. Jerzy Strzelczyk explains the rise of
Poland from colonized frontier region to sovereign state in terms of
the structural organization of its dioceses, and pays particular atten-
tion to the missionary character of the Polish Church in its approach
both to pagan Balts and the Orthodox communities to the south and
east. José Luis Martín Martín shows how the institutional nature of
the Iberian Church was determined by tensions between memories of
the pre-Arab Romano-Visigothic Church and the perception of the
peninsula as a site of conflict between Islam and Christianity, espe-
cially from a papal perspective, which resulted in an influx of
Frankish appointments to sees. 

Other frontier zones might usefully have featured in this collec-
tion; might, indeed, have strengthened the main thrust of the argu-
ments underlying the book by offering similar findings from widely
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varying theatres of settlement and expansion in medieval Europe.
The Welsh marches, the Anglo-Scottish border zone, the Baltic,
southern Italy, and Outremer might all claim to offer case studies of
acculturation, apartheid, and pragmatism in the accumulation of
power in culturally and politically porous territories. As it is, it is dif-
ficult to see exactly what basis of comparison draws together Iberia
and east-central Europe in isolation from these and other regions.
Nevertheless, this collection provides further valuable material for
the growing genre of medieval ‘frontier studies’, both geographical
and conceptual, in the Middle Ages.
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